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MERRY CHRISTMAS & HAPPY NEW YEAR !

The Four Seasons Exhibition bonsai are in their
winter silhouettes.

Shogatsu (Japanese New Year) decorations adorn
the bonsai garden entrance & a New Year’s kite
celebrates a traditional New Year’s Day activity.

BONSAI TOMODACHI
THE CLARK BONSAI COLLECTION NEWSLETTER
CURATOR’S MESSAGE
“The time has come,” the Walrus said,
“to talk of many things:”
In thinking back to a year ago and what
our plans were then, compared to how things
are now, nothing has turned out as we
expected. The world changed as we watched
with unbelieving eyes.
We started 2020
confident in our accomplishments and our
future. In March, in the blink of an eye, our
hubris was exchanged for doubt and fear in the
face of the relentless march of a disease we
only knew as Coronavirus. By mid-summer we
wondered if the Clark Bonsai Collection, along with the Shinzen
Gardens, would become just two more casualties in the growing list
of victims claimed by Covid-19. Then in early fall came a ray of hope.
We could, under restrictions, welcome returning visitors. We found
that our financial position was better than expected due to the
simple lack of expenditures while we were closed. We used our extra
time to produce a series of short videos that permitted our followers
to “visit” the CBCS virtually, thus maintaining a bond with our
constituency. We began to ponder just how our pandemic experience
had really impacted us.
As crises tend to do, the pandemic has revealed our
strengths…and our weaknesses. We learned that the value people
place on the stunning visual and spirit lifting experience of strolling
among bonsai and hearing their stories had not been diminished by
distance and isolation. Rather, as soon as they were able, visitors
flocked to us in record numbers. Our basic mission had not changed.
We were still a place for the preservation, protection and
presentation of the art of bonsai. We also came face to face with just
how fragile our existence is.
Continued on page 2

EVENTS:
Four Seasons: An Exhibition of Deciduous
Bonsai November 21, 2020-March 13, 2021
Ume Blossom Watch begins late January!
Come to Shinzen Friendship Garden to see the
Ume Grove in bloom.
Shinzen Silent Art Auction Feb 3-7
See page 7 for more information
Todd Schlafer, Professional Bonsai Advisor
Curatorial work on Collection Jan 28-30.
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Curator’s Message Continued from page 1
Our ability to generate a robust cadre of
knowledgeable and dedicated volunteers was, and is,
being tested and found wanting. Covid-19 revealed our
Achilles’ heel… without our Host/Docents to open the
gates and greet visitors and Curatorial Volunteers to
maintain the bonsai, we are a Collection no one will see.
As testament to the resiliency and dedication of our
volunteers, we are maintaining our normal schedule and
the bonsai are in top condition, but as the pandemic
continues, just how long we can hold out before something
has to give is a question. In another stark lesson, our
annual fundraising activity, that we thought was meeting
our simple budget needs, was revealed for what it is,
momentary satisfaction of a hand-to-mouth existence that
disguises the reality that we are slowly but inexorably
dying of financial starvation. We are paying the bills and
continuing the mission but not building security. We are
meeting our short-term expectations but leaving nothing to
invest in replenishing and creating a more effective
organization. We must find a way to move beyond our
focus on the immediate and begin to build a future.
Tall words that— building a future, but it is exactly
what we must do. We will start with a strong foundation.
The Clark Bonsai Collection is among the best in America.
Our Host/Docents and Curatorial volunteers are second to
none. Our donors and supporters have enabled tens of
thousands of people to enrich their lives by experiencing
the art of bonsai. We must keep faith with those
stakeholders and use their past support to build our future.
We will devise a new business plan that invests in our
future. We will seek new donors to join our current
supporters. We will continue our relentless march to
improve and refine the bonsai assets. We will transition
from an all-volunteer organization to a hybrid entity that
employs critical-path personnel to ensure consistent and
reliable execution of function supported by experienced
and dedicated volunteers. We will reach out to our
community to forge ever stronger bonds of cooperative
endeavor. We will keep the promise we made to all the
above and others, that the Clark Bonsai Collection will be
a place to walk among bonsai, marvel at complexly simple
beauty and replenish wounded spirits, now and into the
future.
J Schirmacher
shooting video of
Bob Hilvers to
create QR code
information for
visitors and a
virtual tour of the
current exhibition to
be posted on the
Clark Bonsai
Collection YouTube
channel.

Winter Volunteer Gallery continued on page 7

WINTER VOLUNTEER GALLERY
In winter, the trees may be dormant, but our curatorial
team is not.
John Wright (left) pruning John
Naka’s Broom style bonsai

Jack Green (right) pruning
Ralph Green’s 100+ year old
pomegranate
Bob Hilvers (left) preparing
the Anthony Galante
blossoming pink Ume for the
winter tokonoma display.
See page 3.

Mike Saul (right) pruning a
trident maple bonsai

Pat Smith makes a juniper bonsai for the exhibit area sale
cart that has attracted visitors and inspired some to try
their own hand at the art of bonsai.
Ying Wong rakes the last
of the fall leaves in the
exhibit area in preparation
for the weekend visitors,
about 400 despite the
winter weather.
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WINTER TOKONOMA DISPLAY
A tokonoma, typically found in a traditional Japanese
home or tea house, is a recess or alcove, often a few
inches above floor level, for displaying flowers, art and
ornaments. The typical display features a harmonious,
usually seasonal, arrangement with a hanging scroll.

HANGING SCROLL: “White Crane in the
Snow”

CBCS 036
Artist/Donor: Anthony Galante
Common name: Ume’ - Japanese Flowering Apricot
aka Plum Blossom

In Japan, the crane is one of the significant mystical
creatures (others include the dragon and the tortoise)
and symbolizes good fortune and longevity because
of its fabled life span of a thousand years. As winter
approaches, news of the arrival of cranes spreads all
over the country. The birds fly off to Japan to spend
winter there and leave again in spring towards their
places of reproduction. The Japanese have always
admired the noble silhouette of the crane standing in
the snow.

“Wood Hyacinth”

SHITAKUSA, a small
potted plant used as an accent to a bonsai in a
seasonal tokonoma display

Botanical Name: Prunus mume
Date Acquired: 5/15/08
Age: Estimated to be 30 years +
Deciduous
Style: Moyogi/Informal upright
The trunk and
branches incorporate visible curves, but the apex, or
tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk’s
entrance into the soil.

The Ume is associated with the start of spring,
because plum blossoms are some of the first to
open during the year. In most areas of Japan,
they typically flower in February and March. The
event is celebrated with plum festivals (ume
matsuri) in public parks, shrines and temples
across the country.
Though the plum flowers
are there, they cannot be seen
for the snow that shrouds
the eternal heavens
is falling on everything.
(Anonymous)

You can support the Clark Bonsai Collection
and its many world class bonsai such as this
one currently on exhibit in the bonsai garden
by becoming a sponsor. Please visit
www.gsbfclarkbonsaicollection.org/adopt-atree.html to find out about the benefits of
becoming a bonsai sponsor.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH SALLY RAMAGE,
DOCENT & CBCS TREASURER
How did you first become aware of and interested in the
Clark Bonsai Collection?

What role did you play in bringing the Clark Collection
to Shinzen?

In 2013 I began training for the
Fresno County Master Gardener
program. A feature of that training was a
trip to the Clark Center for Art & Culture.
Bob Hilvers, Curator of the Clark Bonsai
Garden, offered a workshop on the art of
bonsai. I was captivated by the setting,
the displayed bonsai, the intimacy of the
space and the clear knowledge and
dedication of the Curator.

Dwayne Berrett and I knew of the closing of the
Clark Center and the potential for relocating the bonsai
collection. We met with Bob HIlvers to initiate discussions
about the possibility of the Collection coming to Shinzen.
Additionally, we met with Fresno City officials, community
leaders, and Board members of the Clark Center to begin
forming a plan and
proposal.
Upon securing
the support of the Shinzen
Board, we started planning
the fundraising to support
the construction of the
bonsai display garden and
reserve work area.
With
the help of Bob Hilvers,
James Brum and Rick
Dyck, we signed an
agreement with the Golden
State Bonsai Federation to
proceed. Dwayne took on
the important task of
Sally, Jim Brum and Bob
outreach
for fundraising and
Hilvers conferring in the
along
with
Bob Hilvers and
reserve area of the Clark
Sid
Mukai,
the project
Bonsai Collection in
began
with
me
as Shinzen’s
Shinzen.
project manager and City
contact. During this time I
was also President of the Board of Directors for Shinzen.

What is it about volunteering at the
Clark Bonsai Collection that attracted you and keeps you
motivated to continue to volunteer?
The people!
Those who volunteer as hosts and
docents. The visitors…always interesting with stories of their
own and willing to connect and engage. The Curatorial Team
and their commitment to this unique and special art form and
setting.
My introduction to bonsai was more from a
horticultural position and I learned of the art, the history and
culture which was all so very new to me.
What is your background and did it play any role in your
decision to volunteer?
My first 18 years were in Kansas City, Missouri. The
next 18 were in Lawrence, Kansas, as a university student,
secondary school teacher and University of Kansas
employee, raising my sons Steven and Matthew. I had a
wonderful career in higher education for 38 years at four
public universities, working in both academic and student
affairs. I directed programs and services in student housing,
student unions, student development programs, student
advising, university marketing, and community service.
I
retired from Arizona State University. My husband, John and I
moved to Fresno where my son was in his first year as an
Assistant Professor of English at Fresno State. I returned to
university work at Fresno State for a two year stint that turned
into six. I have often said that the Fresno State students were
among the best students of my career.
My friend, Dwayne Berrett, knew of my administrative
and management work and that as a retiree, I was looking for
volunteer involvements. She also knew of my training as a
Master Gardener. Dwayne recruited me to consider serving
on the Board of Directors for Shinzen Friendship Garden.
Shinzen was one of the first places I visited in Fresno, taking
my grandson to see the Koi and wander the pathways of such
a beautiful oasis. My professional experience in program
development, university building projects, and community
outreach provided some guidance to manage the building
projects for Shinzen.

What do you see as the benefits of volunteering with
the Clark Bonsai Collection?
My work on helping to secure the CBC for Shinzen
has resulted in a deep commitment to its existence, growth
and success. With the dedication, commitment and
creativity of Linda Jacobsen and Bob Hilvers, plus the
many volunteers and Curatorial Team, I am in awe of the
“model of success” that is the CBC. They are there,
present to visitors, helping to make the experience
memorable and living the vision of this being an
“exemplary North American Japanese Garden.” One of
the things I find valuable about serving as Treasurer is
seeing how the story of CBC and the value it holds is
reflected in how we dedicate our resources to securing the
success of this unique art and cultural gift to our
community. Those resources are, of course, funds, but
also the people that keep this collection at the center of
their volunteer experience…and in fact, of their lives. So,
for me, it’s not just about money and bills, and budgets, it’s
about how our life matters and one way I can help.
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A TRIBUTE TO BILL AND LIBBY CLARK

Of the over 75,000 people who have passed this
dedication plaque at the entrance to the Clark Bonsai
Collection since its grand opening in 2015, only a small
percentage had the pleasure of a visit to the Clark Center
for Japanese Art and Culture and an even smaller number
the honor of knowing Bill and Libby Clark. As we enter the
sixth year of the bonsai garden in Shinzen, it is a fitting
time to share their story and pay tribute to them once
again and their commitment to preserving and sharing
their passion for Japanese Art and Culture.
Willard “Bill” Clark was the fourth generation
rancher and dairyman on family land near Hanford, CA.
He gave up his dream of being an architect when he
transferred from the architecture program at UC Berkeley
to Animal Husbandry at UC Davis in keeping with his
family’s wishes for him to be better prepared to take over
the family business. Bill fulfilled his military service by
joining the U.S. Naval Air Force and served for four years.
During Naval Officer School in Rhode Island, he had the
opportunity to make his first trip to Japan. Bill first became
intrigued by Japan in grade school when he saw a picture
of a Japanese Garden with a pagoda in a geography book.
He further developed an interest in Japanese art and
architecture during his schooling, but that first visit was a
turning point for him, as he got to see some of Japan’s
famous landmarks and art in person. "I remember the first
time we landed in Japan,” Clark said, “It was just like
touching sacred soil.”
Another major turning point in Bill’s life occurred
while he was stationed in Hawaii. He met Elizabeth “Libby”
Dugan from the Midwest who was there teaching at the
base elementary school. Their blind date arranged by
mutual friends led to their marriage in Honolulu in 1956.
They lived in Hawaii until 1957 when Bill’s father became
critically ill. Bill resigned his commission and returned
home to assume management of the family business.
They raised registered Holstein-Friesian dairy
cattle, row crops, feed crops, fruit trees and three children.
They lived in the two-bedroom cottage fifty feet from the
dairy barn where Bill grew up. In 1964-65, Bill designed
and built a Japanese-influenced redwood house for his
family, in a field a quarter-mile from the dairy. He
constructed its large deck around an old oak tree he had
climbed as a child.

An enthusiastic builder,
over the years Bill added
a new wing to the house
and surrounded it with a
classical Japanese
garden with two ponds,
two monumental
Japanese inspired torii
gates at either end of the
drive, a bell tower and an
o f fi c e , w h i c h w o u l d
become the gift shop and
library of the Clark
Center,
Over two decades
Bill expanded the ranch
from 720 acres to 4,500
The Clarks at the entrance to
and started a new
their home.
business, World Wide
Sires Inc., to export
frozen prize bull semen globally. The venture, begun in
1972, proved so successful that it became the world's
largest cattle-genetics marketing company. As the business
boomed, the Clark’s began collecting Japanese art and the
collection grew.
Between the demands of business and visiting
museums and art dealers, Bill travelled constantly. While
he was gone, Libby managed things at home, where she
preferred to remain being no fan of flying. When at home,
he also depended on Libby to help him entertain an evergrowing circle of friends and professional contacts. They
came, by the carload and eventually by the busload. Libby
prepared meals for visitors from all over the world. She
was an excellent cook and baker, and a gifted practitioner
of the Ikebana school of Japanese flower arranging. (She
would later also share these gifts weekly with the docents
and staff of the Center.) It was hospitality beyond the usual
and was made special not only by the food, but also by
Libby's sincere warmth and kindness. She was an
inestimable asset to all Bill's endeavors, doing double duty
as a parent and manager during his absences.
Bill reading an art
book in the living
room surrounded
by ancient art
collected over the
decades.
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Libby had her own academic interests which she
pursued in graduate studies at Fresno State where in
1987 she earned a Master's Degree in American history.
Her thesis was on the 18th-century soldier and painter
John Trumbull. Her interest in American art, and her
excellent eye for design and color, prompted Bill to begin
collecting in that area, a shared pursuit which brought
them great pleasure. Their home combined East Asian
and Japanese art with 19th century American.
On Dec. 5, 1991, the Japanese government
awarded Bill with the Order of the Rising Sun with
Rosettes and Golden Rays, Fourth Level, in recognition
of his dedication to the promotion of better relations
between Japan and the U.S.
In 1995, Bill and Libby established the Clark
Center for Japanese Art and Culture, with Dr. Sherman
Lee of the Cleveland Art Institute as advisor, to assemble
a collection of Japanese art and sponsor programs and
educational opportunities. The center was founded to
conserve, study, and exhibit the paintings, sculpture, and
decorative arts of Japan. The collection was composed of
many distinguished works representing Japanese art
from the 10th into the 21st century.

From January to May 2008, Princess Akiko of
Mikasa resided at the Clark Center doing research for her
thesis on Western collections of Japanese art. She said
of Bill Clark, ”Many Japanese art collectors follow a
prototype of Japanese art history. But Bill Clark collects
whatever he likes and doesn't follow any conventions. He
was able to gather works by many unknown artists, which
is a great resource for Japanese art historians."
On May 22, 2009, the Japanese
government awarded Clark with a rare
second honor: the Order of the Rising
Sun, Gold Rays with Neck Ribbon in
recognition for his accomplishments in
contributing to the introduction of
Japanese art and toward the
promotion of cultural and educational
exchange between Japan and the
U.S.

December, 2020-January, 2021
In 2001, a conversation with Bob Hilvers who brought
bonsai to the Center for special events led to the beginning
of the Clark Bonsai Collection with Bob serving as curator.
The Clarks wished for their lovingly collected works to be
shared with the public in order to continue their mission to
preserve and promote Japanese arts. When, due to Bill’s
failing health, the decision was made to close the Center in
2014, the vast art collection of over 1800 pieces valued at
$25 million was
donated to the
Minneapolis Institute
of Art and all of the
structures of the
Center’s bonsai
garden and its 100
bonsai, donated to the
Golden State Bonsai
Federation, were
transported to Shinzen
Japanese Garden
where the newly re-designed bonsai garden opened to the
public in October of 2015.
Libby and Bill were not only devoted to art, they
were ahead of their time in concern for the environment.
Over the years they fought against polluting industries in the
Valley and established a wildlife refuge to protect threatened
native species like the California kit fox. Libby was also
passionate about the welfare of children and animals, the
arts, libraries and literacy.
Bill died on November 22, 2015, aged 85, after a
two-year struggle with cancer. Libby cared for him at home
throughout his final illness and remained on the farm after
his death, surrounded by reminders of their life together and
their family. She continued to support the Clark Bonsai
Collection which she visited from time to time. Independent
and generous to the last, she passed away on December 9,
2017 after a brief illness.
For those of us who had the honor to know the
Clarks, our dedication to the Clark Bonsai Collection is
inspired by a commitment to continuing the legacy of the
Clarks who devoted their lives and fortune to providing to
the public the inspiring experience of the art carefully
chosen and displayed at the Clark Center for Japanese Art
and Culture. By donating the art to the Minneapolis Institute
and the bonsai to the Clark Bonsai Collection in Shinzen,
even more people are having the opportunity to view and
appreciate these works of art.
This needle juniper forest created by
Sam Kawaguchi was one of the first
bonsai Bill Clark collected and was
always his favorite. It has therefore
been on almost continuous display to
this day in its honored position just
inside the bonsai garden entrance.
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SHINZEN SILENT AUCTION
The Shinzen Art Auction beginning Feb. 3 at 8am and
closing at 7pm Sunday Feb. 7 will feature 21 works of
art: painting, prints, photography and ceramic. The artists
from the Reedley College Art Department are donating a
part or the whole amount of the bids to Shinzen
Friendship Garden. The gifted amount is a lifetime
investment in the future of Shinzen Friendship Garden. It
supports the operations, maintenance, and educational
programs of this beautiful landmark in the Central Valley
and secures the future for this living monument to the
cultural diversity of our community. Shinzen attracts
visitors from around the world, providing a place of
beauty and serenity for many. Visit our website to learn
more about this cherished sanctuary in the heart of the
Central Valley. The silent auction instructions and details
will be available on the Shinzen website.
www.shinzenjapanesegarden.org
Below is a small sampling of the art work offered for
auction, many inspired by the artists’ visit to Shinzen:

December, 2020-January, 2021
WINTER VOLUNTEER GALLERY
Continued from page 2

TRANSPLANTING
Jack Green and Bob
Hilvers transplanting
Sherwin Amimoto’s bonsai
design-prize-winning
California juniper into a
new pot. Look for the final
products of the winter’s
transplanting work in the
next newsletter.

BONSAI GREENHOUSE
Darren Thomas, David Soho, Bob Wright and John Wright
are reinforcing the green house framework to bear the weight
of a more durable roof and siding. The green house is used
to protect weather-sensitive plants and as a sickly bonsai
infirmary. It will be housing the subtropical plants that we will
be acquiring to produce the indoor bonsai that some of our
visitors have been requesting so they can keep them in
apartments or offices without outdoor space.
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